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trephinated skulls trephination usually resulted from either surgery or
a blow to the head from aweapon such as a sword knife or axe these two
skulls are from an early christian cemetery excavated by the BYU egyptian
archaeology team top trephinated skull with cuts and a round hole
bottom trephinated skull with some healing of the wound courtesy of
BYU eg
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neuropathology and the scriptures
goliath and shiz
christs sufferings and healings and other biblical and book of
mormon events beps
beds
helps
heps to illuminate and confirm these accounts
simy ings of
A medical assessment of the slavings
slay
slayings

M

gary hadfield

the scriptures read as an account

of a wide range of human
experiences reflect things of the spirit body heart and mind As a
neuropathologist I1 have tried to bring medical insights to bear on
passages of scripture that appear to involve disorders or diseases
of the brain or of the nervous system this article explores some of
those cases particularly from a clinical and historical point of view
people with diseases or injuries of the nervous system have
dramatically affected sacred history their circumstances provide
some of the more important moral teachings and object lessons in
the standard works some were afflicted with strokes palsies dumbinjuries
and neck injunnes
junies
ness or orblindness
juries
blindness while others suffered from head andneck
andreck
epilepsy or nervous system infections possibly including leprosy
hansens disease the scriptures also contain interesting descriptions of mental illness but they will not be treated here
neuropathology is the medical discipline concerned with diseases of the nervous system classically it deals with organic illnesses
and injuries of the brain spinal cord peripheral nerves and skeletal
muscle as observed with the naked eye and the microscope the scope
of neuropathology is currently expanding to include examination of
these excitable tissues with sophisticated molecular techniques 2
accounts of neurological afflictions in the scriptures increase
our awareness of age old as well as current nervous system disorders while scientific progress in neuropathology sheds light on
certain scriptural passages even so much about the nervous system
remains unsolved and it is sometimes difficult to discern whether
1
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the ancient and modern diseases are one and the same and whether
both the descriptions and the translations from the greek and
hebrew texts of the bible accurately describe the clinical conditions
of each case further depictions of nervous system diseases in the
scriptures are fragmentary and the manner in inwhich
which their causes and
significance were understood in biblical times surely differs from our
present understanding 3 nevertheless several interesting instances
of nervous system diseases in the scriptures can be considered from
the vantage point of neuropathology

the brain
many ancient peoples including biblical writers seem unclear
about the functions of the brain as the seat of higher intellectual
emotional sensory and motor activity while some experimentation advanced their understanding of the functions of the brain 4 it
was sometimes thought that the heart performed these roles this
erroneous conclusion probably derived from the effects of nerves
which innervate the heart in response to intense emotions and
feelings the autonomic nervous system can cause strong internal
sensations in the left breast and make the heart speed up or slow
down scriptural passages associate the heart with the intellect and
also with the emotions for example one reads for as he thinketh
prov 237 and thou shalt love the lord thy
in his heart so is he brov
god with all thy heart luke 1027
about the time of the italian renaissance investigators began
to understand the role of the brain in terms of modem physiologic
concepts michelangelo for one seems to have been well aware of
the brains relationship to the intellect it has recently come to light
that one of his masterpieces the famous fresco on the ceiling of the
sistine chapel which shows god touching the finger of adam
depicts a shape like the human brain dr frank L meshberger has
discovered that the extremities of the figures of elohim eve and
the attending angels are arranged in such a way as to reconstruct
aspects
perfectly the brains major features as seen from its medial aspect5
figure 1lthisneuroanatomical
seefigure
see
this neuroanatomical tour
deforce must have stemmed
tourdeforce
Michel angelos careful dissection of ca davers meshberger
from michelangelos
concludes that god in this scene is not grantingadam
grantin gAdam life because
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Mid
midsagittal
sagittal section of human brain

figure 1 detail from the creation of adam 1508 12 by michelangelo
dr F L meshberger has discovered that this painting is a neuroanatomic
reproduction of the human brain as one would see it when the two
midline
line sagittal section medial view the
didline
hemispheres are separated mid
perimeter of the scene is that of the brain itself
deep within the brain a major landmark the cingulate sulcus curves
his right arm and eves
around gods shoulders and left arm the angel under
underhis
underhil
forehead the structures on the right side in the vicinity of gods feet
represent the cerebellum the shape of the angel lying just beneath god at
the base of the brain is that of the brain stem and spinal cord the angels
head is the midbrain the shoulders and back are the pons the buttocks and
thighs are the medulla and the leg represents the cervical spinal cord
the drapery at the bottom right is the vertebral artery as it courses
upon itself and joins the basilar artery
through the cervical vertebrae twists uponitself
throughthe
stem the leg of the adjacent angel which
brainstem
which courses along the brain
extends below the robe is the pituitary stock or hypophysis and the foot
is the pitutitary gland itself unlike gods feet which have five toes the
angels foot is bifid accounting for the anterior and posterior halves of the
pituitary gland the opposite inferior extremity of this angel is flexed the
thigh the knee and the leg represent the optic nerve chiasm and tract
meshberger an interpretation of ofmichelangelos
Michel
lynnmeshberger
michelangelos
michei angelos
respectively frank lynn
creation of adam based on neuroanatomy journal of the american
41
medical association 264 october 10 1990 1837 41.
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adam is awake and reaching out to god rather it depicts gods
endowing adam with intelligence
latter day scripture reveals that intelligence or the core of the
individual human being is coeternal
coe temal with god and was not created
by him dac
d&c 9329
9529 but god has designed constructed and given
a spirit and physical body within and by which this intelligence
could develop further while it is impossible to draw firm conclusions about the material details of our most remote origins the nature
of our primordial intelligence allowed birth as spiritual sons and
daughters of god with the aid of the physical body including the
brain and the five senses our intelligence can escape prior limitations to increase in knowledge and to control its environment these
bodies give us the potential with gods help to become like him in
every meaningful way 6 to this end god created the human body to
embody the spirits of his children
the human brain in that body is one of the most powerful
organs it differs from that of lower forms of life in having a very large
frontal lobe capable of higher mental functions once the forgetfulness and one track mindedness of mortality are laid aside it seems
safe to conclude that the brain will evidently become an even more
powerful instrument in the resurrected body the glory of god is
intelligence says a revelation dac
d&c 9336 in this light our eternal
may be more pervasive than its elemental relationship to
intelligence maybe
the brain be it spiritual or physical although this observation must
remain tentative

mental agony ofjesus
of jesus in gethsemane

the most

graphic and most important neuropathological
scene portrayed in the scriptures is the one about which we know
the least it concerns the greatest intelligence of all that of jesus
whose mental anguish and suffering in the garden of gethsemane
and on the cross is beyond full human comprehension dac
d&c 1915
18 the physical or chemical alterations that occur in the brain
during such an ordeal remain unknown however complex metabolic and neurotransnjitter
neurotransmitter alterations that occur during severe
emotional states including depression stress and psychotic episodes can be depicted by modem imaging techniques and brain
scans with radioactive tracers 7
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of jesus his suffering was so intense that according
in the case ofjesus
to luke 2244 he bled from every pore 8 medically this condition is
called hernatidrosis
hematidrosis
it consists of an intense vasodilatation of the subcutaneous capillaries
they become extremely distended and burst when they come into
are distributed over the
contact
the millions of sweat glands which
whichard
whi
contactwith
with then3illions
whichare
chare
whole skin the blood mingles with the sweat and it is this mixture
which pearls over the whole surface of the body 9

though bloody sweat is a very rare phenomenon it may occur
in highly emotional states or in persons with bleeding disorders 10
hematidrosis would indicate that jesus blood pressure was greatly
elevated and that his sweat glands were intensely overactive as dictated by an autonomic nervous system that was responding maximally
agony in gethsemane
to his tortured mental condition and emotional agonyin
nothing in human experience matches the degree of mental
agony suffered by jesus yet human psychological suffering may
become inordinate it is well known that extremely depressed
patients often undergo such intense mental distress that they even
seek self destruction for relief acute situational reactions in response to overwhelming danger may also produce intense fear
leading to total disability or causing one to literally drop dead in his
tracks particularly if there is an underlying heart condition
in a related vein some in this life are permitted a brief taste of
christs agony as a warning of future suffering if they do not repent
ofperdition dac
20 or in the case of the sons of perdition
d&c 1915
d&c 7651
7631
191520
dac
7631
38 of the fate awaiting them but this fleeting experience is soon
withdrawn it is sobering to contemplate christs warning to the
unrepentant who must suffer even as 1I dac
d&c 1917 by taking
upon himself all the suffering for the collective transgressions and
painson
painsof
pains of the world jesus was able to redeem us from the fall and from
our sins on condition of repentance this experience permitted him
to understand and know our weaknesses perfectly so that he could
succor us alma 712 his grace is sufficient for all ether 1227 12

jesus physical suffering on the way to the cross
and during crucifixion13
crucifixion13
As a result of bleeding from his pores

been fragile and tender the
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have enhanced the pain both of the blows received at the hands of
the sanhedrin during jesus nighttime trial and of the flagellation
and crown of thorns that he received on the following morning from
caesara
caesars
Cae sars soldiers 14
the flagellation that jesus suffered would have laid open his
back muscles mutilated sensitive nerves and produced hemorrhaging and shock the pain would have been aggravated as the cross
piece which he bore partway
bartway to golgotha wore into his lacerated
back the extreme discomfort of his nerve endings would have been
abruptly renewed when he was stripped of his clothing and nailed to
the cross his raw back would have continued to rub against this
rough shaft for three hours
even this pain may have been somewhat overshadowed by that
produced by the nails the large median nerve which supplies the
hand runs between the major bones of the forearm and was
wasprobably
probably
crushed or severed during the nailing of the spike through the wrist
excruciating bolts of pain would travel up the arms while the hands
ifjesus feet were nailed one foot on top
would experience cramps ifjesusfeet
of the other through the metatarsal region the deep peroneal nerve
and branches of the medial and lateral plantar nerves would be
similarly injured every breath indeed each movement on the nails
would cause new flashes of pain
mercifully this suffering ended when he finally uttered it is
finished john 1930 jesus had drunk to its dregs the bitterest of
deified mortal could consume yet the physical suffering
cups that a delfied
of crucifixion contrived to produce the most excruciating and
lingering pain seems to have been less than the agony that jesus
endured in gethsemane when he took our sins upon him 15

jesus miraculous healing of nervous system diseases

the mortal or physical body

including the nervous system is
vulnerable to many diseases and to severe impairment of function
As king benjamin stated we are subject to all manner of infirmities
in body and mind mosiah 211 jesus healed many persons with
nervous system diseases scriptures record for instance that the
multitude wondered when they saw the dumb to speak the maimed
to be whole the lame to walk and the blind to see and they glorified
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the god of israel matt 1531 and they brought unto him all
sick people that were taken with divers diseases and torments and
those which were possessed with devils and those which were
lunatick and those that had the palsy and he healed them matt
that jesus
424 cf 3 ne 177 9 it seems clear from such accounts thatjesus
healed persons with both physical and mental disorders
some of jesus most impressive miracles occurred when he
healed paralytics outstanding examples are of the cripple in galilee
of on his litter mark 23 12 and of
who was let down through the ro
roof
the halt man afflicted for thirty eight years who awaited a cure at the
ppooi
ol of bethesda in jerusalem john 55
ool
0 01
5599 when christ saw them
he took compassion upon each and told them to take up their beds
and walk which they immediately did though there may have been
other causes for their disabilities it seems possible that both had
sustained damage to their spinal cords which resulted in paraplegia
or quadriplegia
awomanwith a bent over hunchbacked spine kyphosis was
healed after eighteen years of paralysis luke 1311
13 although
131113
her back could have been broken or the deformity may have been
caused by aging arthritis her case fits the description of tuberculosis of the spinal column with compression of the spinal cord spinal
caries and potts paraplegia
centurione servant who was paralyzed apparently reprethe centurions
sents a case of acute spinal meningitis 16 because he was racked with
8515
from
pain matt 85
himfrom
13 new english bible NEB jesus healed him
8513
a distance the man whose withered arm was healed on the sabbath
day mark 31 5 may well have contracted polio resulting in his
useless arm this explanation is more likely than others polio is still
common today in the middle east in this connection jesusdisciples
jesus disciples
presumably from damage to nerves
also healed many
manywho
who were lame presumablyfrom
acts 31 10 87 933 34 148 10

divine intervention as a cause of paralysis
lameness came upon jacob while wrestling with the angel
when he was struck on that nerve in the hollow of the thigh
gen 3232 NEB trauma to the sciatic nerve could have produced
jacobs legs inducing a limp gen 3231
523
partialweakness
partial weakness in one ofofjacobs
5251
3251
3231
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in a different account when jeroboam demanded that gods
messenger be seized for prophesying against him immediately the
hand which jeroboam had pointed at him became paralyzed so
that he could not draw it back 1 ggs
kgs 1346 NEB though this may
have been the result of nerve damage it could also be caused by a
conversion reaction hysteria a type of mental paralysis caused
when nerve sensation or motor activity is blocked without demonstrable physical changes in the nerve 17 when the prophet subsequently prayed for jeroboam to be healed the king was healed
A similar mechanism may have been responsible in part for
psycho phonasthenia when gabriel
Zachari
zachariass
zachariasz
ass inability to speak psychophonasthenia
his wive
would bear john luke 12022
announced that hiswife
wife elizabeth wouldbearjohn
related to this phenomenon may be the temporary paralysis of
fung
lung
alma the younger mosiah 2719 alma 3610 and later of king
lamoni his queen ammon and the servants of the king alma 1842
1913 16 and in a separate incident of Lamonis father alma
2218 all were overcome by both the spirit of the lord and intense
fear or joy and as a result fell to the ground see also hel 914

epilepsy
jesus 1 I have brought unto thee
in mark 917 22 a man said to tojesus
my son which hath a dumb spirit and wheresoever he taketh him
heareth him and he foameth and gnasheth
gna sheth with his teeth and
he teareth
pineth
aineth away when the child was brought before jesus straightway the spirit tare him and he fell on the ground and wallowed
foaming the father told jesus that this affliction had come on him
when he was a child and ofttimes it had cast him into the fire and
into the waters to destroy him
pithis picture is virtually identical to that seen in grand mal epi
lepsy seizures convulsions fits the seizure focus is often found
in a localized region of diseased brain tissue the underlying cause
may be infection tumor trauma hemorrhage infarction certain
drugs or a metabolic imbalance currently these disorders are
generally well controlled with anticonvulsant agents such as pheny
boin
toin phenobarbital and newer drugs often surgical resection
of diseased brain tissue will remove the convulsive center and cure
the condition
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in this biblical account the apparent epilepsy was attributed to
demonic possession for jesus said thou dumb and deaf spirit
1I charge thee come out of him and enter no more into him and
the spirit cried and rent him sore and came out of him and he was
as one dead
but jesus took him by the hand and lifted him up
and he arose mark 925 27 according to the scriptures dumbness deafness and blindness in addition to lunacy and epilepsy
could also result from possession by evil spirits matt 932 34
on the other hand jesus healed many blind deaf dumb
1222 32 onthe
anthe
and insane persons without mentioning or rebuking evil spirits

leprosy
it is impossible to know whether the leprosy noted in the bible
is the same disease called leprosy hansens disease today it was
or due to multiple
apparently infectious perhaps syphilitic in nature ordueto
causes in this light it is possible that some of the biblical cases
were identical with our modem disease 18
hansens disease is caused by a bacterial infection of peripheral
nerves the inflammation produced by the bacillus M leprae
learae thickens and destroys nerve trunks the loss of sensation leads to damage
and disfigurement of the extremities and face this condition is
process into adjacent soft
augmented bya
inflammatoryprocess
by a spread of the inflammatory
tissues and by erosion of underlying bone 19 for millennia this disease was incurable but itis
it is now amenable to antibiotics Over
fifteen
overfifteen
million people currently suffer from hansens disease worldwide 20
although the hebrew term maraat
saraat is translated as leprosy
in english
amaat is obviously a broad category that included conditions ranging
saraat
araat

from psoriasis to ringworm and perhaps even dandruff and it likely
included leprosy aruar was a generic term for many skin conditions
at a time when specific medical diagnosis was very limited and
terniffiologywas
are not named in
very general most modem diseases arenotnamed
terminology wasverygeneral
the bible not even those that we know existed at the time 21

jesus healed a single leper on one occasion and sent him to the
priest for purification matt 82 4 mark 140 44 luke 512 14
and he cleansed ten other lepers at once only one ofwhom showed
gratitude luke 1712 19 in the old testament several cases of
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leprosy are mentioned in order to demonstrate his power to
moses the lord rendered moses hand leprous then forthwith
healed it ehod
exod 46 7 later moses prayer aided in cleansing his
sister miriam of leprosy num 1210 15 naaman the leper was
eliphas
cured by following Elis
elishas
has priesthood instruction to bathe seven
ggs 51 14
times in the jordan river 2 kgs
gahazi eliphas
Elis
Na
amans story gehazi
elishas
in an important sequel to naamans
has sernaamani
vant attempted to collect a medical fee from naaman for this cure
elisha struck him with leprosy and cursed his descendants with
and his descendants were also
andhis
jo ab anahis
kgs 517joab
the same condition 2 ggs
517 Joab
punished with leprosy for his revenge killing of abner 2 sam 329
leprosy when he heusurped
usurped
struck uzziah king off
ofjudah
udah with leprosywhen
the lord struckuzziah
kgs 155 2 chron 2620 21
priestly functions in the temple 2 ggs
four unnamed persons were afflicted with leprosy in 2 kings 7
leviticus 13 14 deals in great depth with leprosy including the skin
manifestations that permit a priest to declare the bearer unclean
the afflicted persons expulsion from the community and his ritual
cleansing when healed taken together these instances show that
divine powers can both cause and heal leprosy and like diseases

nervous system trauma
in addition to the peripheral nerve trauma suffered by christ
during his crucifixion other important cases of trauma to the nervous system are reported in the scriptures particularly head trauma
several bible and book of mormon characters met their death
through head or neck injury

for instance sisera an enemy captain

was exhausted after
of jael a woman loyal to israel
battle and sought refuge in the tent ofjael
she took a tent peg picked up a hammer crept up to him and drove
the peg into his skull as he lay sound asleep his brains oozed out
on the ground his limbs twitched and he died judg 417 22 NEB
melech who ascended to the throne of
avimelech
abimelech
the unscrupulous Abi
shechem by killing his seventy half brothers received a mortal head
wound while besieging a city a woman threw a millstone on his
head from a tower and fractured his skull so that he would not die
from his head wound he called hurriedly to his young armor bearer
and said draw your sword and dispatch me or men will say of me
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awoman
A
acoman
woman killed him so the young man ran him through and he died
judg 95254
952 54 NEB
wor shipper and killer of
later the vile queen jezebel a baal worshipper
prophets met an ignominious death as foretold by elijah she was
thrown from a high window almost certainly sustaining a head
injury spattering her blood afterward she was trodden underfoot
by
byhorses
kgs 93037
horses and eatenbydogs
eaten by dogs 2 ggs
930 37 many of the philistines
slain by samson with the jaw bone of an ass judg 1515 and
innumerable other victims of old testament and book of mormon
12
wars must also have died of lethal head injuries 22
moreover in the old testament eli the priest died suddenly
when he fell backwards from his stool at the shocking news that his
two sons had been killed and that the ark of the covenant had been
captured 1 sam 415 18 eli broke his neck in the fall damaging
vital centers in his cervical spinal cord
mephibosheth
concernsmephibosheth
testament concerns
another case from the old
oid oldtestament
jonathans son who was dropped by his nurse when he was five
years old he became permanently lame 2 sam 44 because a
simple bone fracture should have healed well at this age he heprobably
probably
suffered spinal cord or brain damage in his compassion king david
saw to it that this son of his beloved deceased friend was well cared
for throughout life
in the new testament eutychus suffered a fall from a very high
perch but survived he was seated on a window ledge in the third loft
and fell asleep while paul was preaching a long sermon he plummeted to the ground and was knocked unconscious paul raced
downstairs learned that he was still alive and embraced him and
eutychus awoke from his concussion acts 209 10 12
striking cases of decapitation are described in the scriptures
one famous beheading is that of the philistine giant goliath 1 sam
1748 51

came and drewnigh
carne to pass when the philistine arose and carne
drew nigh
and it came
to meet david that david hasted and ran
tan toward the army to meet the
philistine and david put his hand in his bag and took thence a stone
thephilistine in his forehead that the stone sunk
sla
siangit
siang
and slang
it and smote the philistine
into his forehead and he fell upon his face to the earth so david
prevailed over the philistine with a sling and with a stone and smote
was no sword in the hand of
the philistine and slew him but there wasno
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thephitistitle and tookhis
stood upon the philistine
david therefore david ran and stoodupon
sword and drew it out of the sheath thereof and slew him and cut off
his head therewith

this text relates twice that david slew goliath once when the stone
Goliat hs head the fact that
this
thatthis
he cut off goliaths
hit goliath and again when
whenhe
whethe
conjunction with the beheading indicates
statement was repeated in conjunctionwith
de grace while
that davids sword may have supplied the actual coup degrace
the stone may have produced a simple concussion that knocked
goliath out
it is possible though less likely that davids rock caused even
more severe damage goliath may have sustained a depressed frontal
spickles of bone may have lacerated his brain if he
skull fracture and spicules
sustained only blunt trauma and not a fracture there still may have
been contusions and subdural andor subarachnoid hemorrhage
over the surface of the brain but even severe head injuries rarely
21
though they may ultimately prove fatal
result in sudden death 23
the book of mormon reports two decapitations both stories
are riveting the first concerning nephi and laban 1 ne 47 18
is well known and frequently cited the second reporting the
apparent decerebrate rigidity of shiz ether 1531 finds striking
verification in medicine
and it came to pass that when they had all fallen by the sword save it
were coriantumr and shiz behold shiz had fainted with the loss of
blood and it came to pass that when coriantumr had leaned upon his
sword that he rested a little he smote off the head of shiz and it came
raised
to pass that after he had smitten off the head of shiz that shiz
shizraised
bad struggled for breath he
upon his hands and fell and after that he had
died and it came to pass that coriantumr fell to the earth and became
as if he had no life ether 152932
1529 32

though the combatants in this story were well acquainted with
wholesale carnage shizs
shias unique death struggle was so astonishing
that his throes were reported in grisly detail perhaps ether and
coriantumr interpreted this astounding incident as a sign of ships
shias death
indomitable fighting spirit or refusal to die however shizs
struggle illustrates the classic reflex posture that occurs in both
humans and animals when the upper brain stem midbrainmesen
cephalon is disconnected from the brain the extensor muscles of
the arms and legs contract and this reflex action could cause shiz to
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21
up onhis
his hands 24
raise upon
ochis
of course shiz would not have remained long
in this position and he would have bled to death rapidly through the
severed arteries that go to the head 25
the brain stem is located inside the base of the skull and is
relatively small it connects the brain proper or cerebrum with the
spinal cord in the neck coriantumr was obviously too exhausted to
do a clean job lils
liis
ilis stroke evidently strayed a little too high he must
his
have cut off ships head through the base of the skull at the level of
the midbrain instead of lower through the cervical spine in the
curvature of the neck it is worth noting that critics have questioned
this story in the book of mormon but this extraneous detail provides
another solid indication that the book of mormon is an accurate
record significantly this nervous system phenomenon decerebrate
rigidity was first reported in 1898 long after the book of mormon

was published 26

conclusion
this article has sketched the main clinical characteristics of
several cases in the scriptures that involve injury to or disease of the
nervous system these cases invite students of the scriptures to
consider the physiology of the brain the physical effects of intense
suffering and the conditions of paralysis leprosy and nervous system trauma although the scriptures give only limited information
about most of these cases making it impossible to diagnose them
completely enough information is provided that their symptoms can
be reasonably described and assessed such analysis leads to a clearer
understanding of the physical realities of the actual often miraculous events reported in these scriptural records which in turn helps
modern readers to appreciate more deeply the spiritual significance
of these sacred writings
gary hadfield MD is professor of pathology neuropathology at the medical
nond virginia
college of virginia virginia commonwealth university in Richt
richmond
staffofbyustudies
of byustudles for their assistance
the author wishes to thank the editors and staff
in preparing this article
M
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